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Direct measurement of extremely high energy density electrons created in ultraintense laser-plasma
interactions is crucial issue for fast ignition. Recently Cherenkov radiation has been studied to
obtain the energy distribution of electrons because the emission angle depends on the electron
energy. However in the previous studies F. Brandl et al., Europhys. Lett. 61, 632 2003; M.
Manclossi et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 96, 125002 2006, the experimental configurations using a
planar target raised issues of spatial overlapping among the light from the different energy electrons
as well as from the other emissions, such as transition radiation. A novel prism shaped target is
developed in which Cherenkov lights emitted from different energy electrons are spatially separated,
realizing an absolute measurement of the energy spectrum by counting the light intensities in each
observed position. The observed image clearly shows the horseshoe pattern as expected in fully
three-dimensional ray-trace calculations, and the image is successfully converted into the electron
spectrum inside the target. In addition, it is found from the blur of the outer edge of the Cherenkov
pattern that the electrons have a small beam divergence. The calibrated energy spectrum well agrees
with particle simulations. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. doi:10.1063/1.3346370
I. INTRODUCTION
Production of extremely high energy density electrons
created in ultraintense laser UIL plasma interactions prom-
ises exciting applications such as fast ignition FI.1 In FI,
because observations of absolute energy distribution of these
electrons are definitely required for estimation of the heating
efficiency to the core plasma, many theoretical and experi-
mental contributions have been performed; for example,
electron magnet spectrometer ESM has been successfully
used for the absolute measurement of fast electrons escaping
from the target.2 However the existence of giant self-excited
electric and magnetic fields at target boundaries modifies the
energy of escaping electrons by pulling back the electrons
into the target3 so that the energy spectrum taken with ESM
needs careful treatment.
Apart from the measurement of vacuum electrons, inves-
tigations have studied photons, from optical to x-ray region,
emitted via interactions of such energetic electrons with plas-
mas for estimation of the number of accelerated electrons
inside the target.4–6 In particular, the Cherenkov radiation is
studied to obtain the energy distribution of electrons because
the emission angle of the Cherenkov light depends on the
electron energy. However in the previous studies, the experi-
mental configurations using a planar target have some prob-
lems, for example, overlapping of the light from other radia-
tions such as transition radiation and bremsstrahlung.
In order to overcome such difficulty, we developed a
prism shaped target to obtain the energy distribution of fast
electrons.7 The Cherenkov radiation emitted from different
energy electrons is spatially separated in prism as well as the
other emissions simultaneously, which realize an absolute
measurement of the energy spectrum from the light intensi-
ties in each position. In Sec. II, basic properties of the Cher-
enkov radiation are introduced as well as the experimental
results using a plane target. In Sec. III the development of
prism shaped target is explained. Section IV describes the
ray-trace calculation conducted for analysis of the observed
Cherenkov image. Also several problems to be taken in ac-
counts are addressed. Section V shows the preliminary ex-
perimental results and discussions. Then we summarize the
results in Sec. VI.
II. CHERENKOV RADIATION IN LASER
PLASMA INTERACTIONS
When a charged particle is passing through a dielectric
material, the Cherenkov radiation can be emitted inside the
material when the particle velocity exceeds the speed of light
in the material, c /n, where c is the speed of light in vacuum
and n is the refractive index of the material. The Cherenkov
radiation has unique features that the emission angle and
efficiency depend on the energy of the particle, given by
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cos  =
1
n
, 1
where  is the emission angle, n is the refractive index as
a function of emitted light wavelength , and =v /c, and
dN
d
=
2L
2
1 − 1
n22
 , 2
where N is the number of emitted photons,  is the fine
structure constant, and L is the propagation length of
particle.8,9
From these features, the observation of the Cherenkov
radiation is now one of common techniques in high energy
particle physics. For example, threshold energy to emit the
Cherenkov light is used to identify the species of particle and
the emission angle is measured to obtain the particle
energy.10
The measurement of the Cherenkov radiation has been
also applied to obtain the energy spectrum of electrons gen-
erated in UIL-plasma interactions. In the previous experi-
ments, an intense laser beam irradiates a thin metal foil. Then
the generated electrons propagate in the glass plate immedi-
ately behind the foil and emit the Cherenkov light. Brandl
et al.11 observed the Cherenkov image far from the glass
plate via collection lens onto the gated charge coupled device
CCD. In order to obtain the energy distribution of fast elec-
trons, they carried out GEANT Monte Carlo calculations to
reproduce the experimental image. Their analysis reveals that
there are two populations of electrons with different propa-
gation directions, energies, and divergence angles, as already
showed by Santala et al.12 Manclossi et al.13 confirmed the
Cherenkov emission from laser produced electrons via their
observations that the Cherenkov light intensities increase
with the thickness of dielectric material. However as in the
experiments above, if the Cherenkov light is observed apart
from the target, some portion of Cherenkov light is totally
reflected at the dielectric-vacuum boundary. Higher energy
electrons emit the Cherenkov light with larger angles so that
in the case of BK7 n=1.516 at 600 nm, the Cherenkov
radiation emitted from fast electrons whose energies are over
0.55 MeV cannot be observed. It is a significant problem for
observation of total energy distribution of the fast electrons.
Moreover, diffraction at the rear surface complicates the
analysis of the emission angle of the Cherenkov radiation. In
order to observe the whole pattern with the large angle Cher-
enkov radiations, we performed an experiment using a planar
target whose rear surface becomes frosted to observe the
scattered light at the rear surface.
A. Experiment using a plane target
The experiment is performed using a Ti:sapphire 10 TW
laser system at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research
TIFR, India. The typical laser energy on target is about
260 mJ operated in 10 Hz. The pulse duration is close to the
Fourier limit of 30 fs with nano- and picosecond contrasts of
105 and 106, respectively. The laser pulse is focused via f3
off-axis parabolic mirror to 10 m diameter, resulting in the
laser intensity of 8.51018 W /cm2. The laser hits the target
at near normal incidence 5° p-polarization. The target
consists of front Al layer 11 m thickness and fused
quartz n=1.52 at 600 nm. The thickness of quartz is
changed from 50 to 100 m.
The Cherenkov image appearing on the rear surface is
observed with an intensified charged-coupled device ICCD
camera at 42° from the laser axis. The image is collected via
two achromatic lenses with the magnification of near 1. Al-
though the Cherenkov light is usually measured in the violet
wavelength with narrow bandpass filter where the emission
intensity becomes strongest, a longer wavelength was used in
this case. Because the refractive index is relatively constant
in this region, we could use a wider bandwidth, 575–750 nm,
without blurring the image to compensate for its lower inten-
sity, nearly 1/3 of the peak in the violet. We used the band-
pass filter with 80% flattop transmittance.
Figure 1a shows a typical experimental image taken
from a double layered target with 50 m thickness of fused
quartz. For comparison, the image from a single layer target
with similar thickness 50 m Al is also shown in Fig. 1b.
The observation conditions, such as gain of ICCD camera,
gated temporal window 5 ns, filters, and so on, are fixed
through the experiment. Because the single foil does not con-
tain the dielectric material, the image from the single foil
may indicate purely transition radiations emitted at the rear
boundary of the target. On the other hand, the observed im-
age at double layered target may include both the Cherenkov
radiation and transition radiation emitted not only at the tar-
get rear surface but also at the metal-dielectric boundary.
Comparing Figs. 1a and 1b, the spot size at single layer is
about two times larger than that at double layer in spite of
nearly same target thickness. Figure 2a shows the summary
of the spot size in 1 /e2 for double circles and single
squares layer targets as a function of target thickness. In the
case of transition radiation, spot diameter is not proportional
to the target thickness probably due to reduction in beam
density by scattering of the lower energy electrons. On the
other hand, the spot diameter on double layer target seems to
increase with the target thickness. Assuming that the emis-
sions are mainly contributed by the Cherenkov radiation in
order to simplify the discussion, the emission angle of the
electron beam is estimated to be 24° by substituting the
maximum emission angle of the Cherenkov radiation
45° into the slope of the fitting curve. This angle is rela-
(a)
200µm
(b)
200µm
FIG. 1. Color online Typical plane target experimental image for a
double and b single layer targets.
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tively close to the results obtained in Ref. 11. Note that the
stopping range of 200 keV electrons is enough longer
150 m than the target thickness.
In addition, the integrated signal intensity from double
layer target in Fig. 1a is 100 times larger than that of tran-
sition radiation in Fig. 1b. Figure 2b shows signal inten-
sities as a function of target thickness. The dots and squares
represent the integrated intensities taken from the double and
single layered targets, respectively. The signal intensities are
accumulated over the 1 /e2 diameter in the spot. Apparently,
the light intensity from the double layer target increases with
the target thickness. This might be an evidence that the emis-
sion at the double layer target is dominated by the Cherenkov
radiation because the intensity of Cherenkov photons in-
creases with the propagation length of electrons in the dielec-
tric target. On the other hand, the light intensity of transition
radiation seems to rapidly decrease with the target thickness
as the same reason with the reduction of spot size. In par-
ticular, the difference in intensities between single and
double layered targets well agrees with the previous plane
target experiment by Manclossi et al.13
III. PRISM SHAPED TARGET
Measurement of Cherenkov radiations using a planar tar-
get gives us rough estimations of the energy distribution and
beam divergence. However, these accuracies are just similar
to the other experimental results from the observation of K
x rays4 or transition radiation.5 In addition the results using
the planar target include several problems on the interpreta-
tion of the observed image. One is the overlapping of other
radiations such as transition radiation and bremsstrahlung on
the Cherenkov image.
On the other hand, the total reflection and diffraction are
also problems as mentioned above. Although this can be
avoided when the rear surface becomes frosted as in our
target, the Cherenkov light emitted from different energy
electrons are totally overlapped at the rear surface because
the Cherenkov radiation is continuously emitted during the
propagation of electrons in the dielectric material. This
causes problems in resolving the electron energy only from
the detected image without assumption on the shape of en-
ergy spectrum.
In order to overcome these difficulties, we developed a
prism shaped target, as shown in Fig. 3. In the figure, the
Cherenkov lights emitted by higher right, medium center,
lower left energy electrons as shown by the circles in the
right side in the figure are reflected at the rear surface of the
prism target and are then delivered into the frosted bottom
surface at spatially different positions. Therefore when the
light intensities are measured at the bottom surface, the elec-
tron energy distribution is easily obtained from the Cheren-
kov pattern directly.
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FIG. 2. Color online a Spot diameter and b integrated signal intensities as a function of target thickness of plane target. The closed circles and squares
are data from double and single layer targets, respectively.
- - -
Fast electronsUIL
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radiations
FIG. 3. Color online Schematic image of the Cherenkov radiation in prism
target. The fast electrons generated by UIL light are represented by circles in
the right side, corresponding to higher right, medium center, and lower
left energies. Each electron emits the Cherenkov light during the propaga-
tion. The paths of these Cherenkov rays emitted from lower, medium, and
higher energy electrons are represented by dashed, dashed-dotted, and solid
lines, respectively.
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IV. RAY-TRACE MODELING
We performed a three-dimensional 3D ray-trace calcu-
lation in order to understand the possible Cherenkov image
observed at the bottom surface of the prism target. Figure
4a shows a picture of prism target we used and b the
actual dimensions that are taken into account in the calcula-
tions. This prism target consists of two right triangles, each
of which smaller acute angle is 20°. The laser light, indicated
by a triangle, irradiates the thin tip of the thinner prism upper
edge. The Cherenkov light is reflected at the right tilting
surface and then goes into the frosted bottom through the
second prism. The height from the tip to the bottom is 6 mm
and the area of bottom surface is 1844 mm2. The thick-
ness of thin tip is 30 m in order to obtain enough intense
Cherenkov light without significant beam scattering. In the
result of calculation the observable image shows a horseshoe
pattern. Figure 4c shows the Cherenkov light patterns emit-
ted from 3.0 dotted lines, 1.0 dashed lines, and 0.5 MeV
solid lines electrons at the bottom surface, respectively. For
the simplicity, the emission wavelength is fixed to 600 nm. It
is clear that the spatial dispersion of each Cherenkov light is
largest for vertical directions so that the vertical line profile
gives an energy distribution of fast electrons with highest
energy resolution.
Figure 5 shows the calculation results of Cherenkov light
at the rear surface of the planar target changing the electron
energy distribution for a simple exponential decay and c a
relativistic Maxwell distribution. In both cases, the slope
temperatures are assumed as 1 MeV. Figures 5b and 5d
represent the expanded image around outer edge of the pat-
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FIG. 4. Color online a Picture of actual prism target. The triangle from left to right in the figure represents the incident laser light. b Side view of the
prism target. The target consists of two right angle prisms. The triangle also shows the laser direction. c Cherenkov light pattern at the bottom surface
calculated by the ray-trace calculation. As same as a, the laser direction is taken from left to right. The outer, center, and inner lines represent the Cherenkov
light from 3.0, 1.0, and 0.5 MeV electrons, respectively.
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FIG. 5. Color online Whole image of the Cherenkov radiation pattern for plane target assuming the electron energy distribution of a exponential decay and
b relativistic Maxwell distribution by ray-trace calculations. c and d show the expanded image around the outer edge of the whole pattern of a and b,
respectively.
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tern of a and c, respectively. For the planar target, there
are almost no differences between these two energy distribu-
tions even in the expanded images. This fact implies that the
observation of the Cherenkov image using a plane target can-
not reconstruct the electron energy distribution exactly. On
the other hand, Fig. 6 indicates the results from prism target
for simple exponential decay and relativistic Maxwell distri-
bution. Again, Figs. 6a and 6b represent the expanded
image around the one arm of the horseshoe pattern in each
case, respectively. The left side in the image corresponds to
the Cherenkov light from lower energy electrons and the
right side to the higher energy electrons. The expanded im-
ages indicate clearly different patterns on its cross section.
From these results, the prism target can identify the electron
energy distribution when the spatial resolution of detector is
high enough. Note that the spatial resolution can easily in-
crease with the height from interaction point to the bottom
surface of the prism target.
A. Beam divergence
In the above ray-trace calculation we defined that elec-
trons propagate straight into laser axis. However it is known
that the fast electron beam has some amount of divergence
from measurement of K emissions or transition radiation. It
might be a significant problem for converting the electron
energy distribution because of obscuring the Cherenkov pat-
tern. Fortunately, from Eq. 1, emission angle of the Cher-
enkov light is saturated at the higher energy electrons be-
cause  becomes relatively constant and close to 1. For
example, the emission angles are 23° and 37° for 0.5 and
1.0 MeV electrons, respectively, whereas 46° for 4 MeV and
48° for 10 MeV electrons in the case of BK7. This feature
makes a clear edge in the outer side of the Cherenkov pat-
tern. In other words, the emission divergence can be esti-
mated from the blur of the outer edge of the observed pat-
tern. As shown in Fig. 4b, the spatial dispersion of the
Cherenkov light from different energy electrons becomes
smallest for horizontal direction. Consequently the horizontal
line profile gives the beam divergence of fast electrons. If the
beam divergence has a dependence on electron energies, the
analysis could be significantly difficult. However because the
threshold energy of electron emitting the Cherenkov radia-
tion is a function of n, the energy depended beam divergence
can be estimated by using a different material having various
refractive indexes.
B. Target ionization
Target ionization is a serious problem to estimate the
number of fast electrons. The electrons generated in laser-
plasma interactions are so intense that the electrostatic field
ahead of the beam can easily ionize the target. In the result,
the Cherenkov light has never been emitted from the ionized
part because the refractive index drops less than 1. Such
ionized region in the target expands nearly 80% of the speed
of light along the electron propagation direction from the
previous observations,14,15 resulting that only small popula-
tion of the electron beam being able to advance the ioniza-
tion front speed can contribute to the Cherenkov radiation.
Recent numerical analyses indicate that the ionization
speed is a function of beam density.16,17 In our experiment,
electron beam density can be approximately 1019–1020 cm−3
considering the energy conversion efficiency to be 30%–
40% from other experimental or simulation results. Assum-
ing the energy distribution as Maxwellian with 1 MeV slope
temperature from the Ponderomotive scaling,18 the ionization
front velocity will be 0.8c according to Ref. 17. From this
ionization front velocity, it can be calculated that nearly 14%
of fast electrons in this energy distribution can emit the Cher-
enkov radiation. On the other hand, the observed Cherenkov
light intensity gives the absolute number of this “14% of
electrons” so that total number of fast electrons, which cor-
responds to beam density, can be easily estimated. Then we
can go back to the estimation of ionization front velocity
from the references again. These iterative considerations en-
able us to reconstruct the ionization front speed and beam
density simultaneously.
V. PRISM TARGET EXPERIMENT
We conducted an experiment using a prism target also at
TIFR. The laser conditions are nearly same with those in
plane target. The laser energy slightly increases to 280 mJ on
target, resulting in the laser intensity of 9.21018 W /cm2.
This laser is focused on the very thin tip of the prism target,
as shown in Fig. 4a or Fig. 4b. Two diagnostics are used
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FIG. 6. Color online Expanded image around the one arm in the whole horseshoe pattern in bottom surface of prism target for a exponential decay and b
relativistic Maxwell electron energy distribution.
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for measurement of fast electrons; one is ESM for measure-
ment of escaping electrons from the target. The ESM is
placed in 55 cm behind the target on the laser axis. The
detectable energy range of the electrons is between 0.1 and
7.3 MeV. Another detector is ICCD camera to observe the
Cherenkov image at the bottom surface of the prism target.
The similar optical setup is used with plane target experi-
ment except with the magnification to be 0.22 in order to
measure whole the Cherenkov image with 58 m spatial
resolution, resulting in less than 5% of energy resolution.
Figure 7 indicates a typical Cherenkov pattern taken at
the bottom surface. The image shows clear horseshoe pattern
as predicted by ray-trace calculations. For the analysis of
beam divergence, the horizontal line profile is taken as
shown by a solid line in Fig. 8. The ray-trace calculations are
also plotted as the dashed or dotted lines in the figure. For
the calculations, the input electron energy distribution is as-
sumed to be a Maxwellian with different slope temperatures
and several beam divergence angles. The calculation results
indicate that the right part of the experimental line shape
from the peak, corresponding to the outer edge of the Cher-
enkov pattern, is relatively independent to the slope tempera-
ture, but strongly depends on the beam divergence. The dif-
ference in slope temperature only appears on the left side
slope from the peak when the temperature is less than
1 MeV. If the temperature exceeds 1.5 MeV, the left slope
does not changed so much. In the result, 5° beam diver-
gence with 1.5–5.0 MeV slope temperature is best fit to the
experimental result. It should be noted that this straight
propagation of fast electrons in the dielectric material have
been already observed in the previous channel formation ex-
periments inside a glass plate at different groups.14,15
Compared to the results from the planar target experi-
ment, the beam divergence is completely different although
the laser condition is almost same. However, as it has been
pointed out in Sec. III, this discrepancy might be caused by
overlapping of the transition radiation emitted at the metal-
quartz boundary. According to Eq. 2, about 0.48 photons
are emitted from one 1 MeV electron with 50 m propaga-
tion length. This is about 100 times stronger than that of
transition radiation as in the Appendix. However the popula-
tion of lower energy electrons is much larger than the higher
energy electrons emitting the Cherenkov radiation. This con-
sideration agrees with the fact that the integrated intensities
of transition radiation from 11 m Al are just nearly half of
the Cherenkov intensities from 50 m quartz target. In ad-
dition the emission angle of transition radiation emitted from
lower energy electrons can be expected to be close to hemi-
sphere direction,5 which might lead to the apparent larger
divergence angle, as in the spot size of transition radiation in
Fig. 2a. Moreover, because the propagation length of plane
target is longer than the prism target, beam scattering could
broaden the apparent spot size of the Cherenkov pattern. Fig-
ure 9 indicates the experimental line profile solid line at the
rear surface of 100 m quartz target with the calculated re-
sults from 3D ray-trace calculations assuming 5° dashed
line and 30° dashed-dotted line beam divergences with
500 keV exponential electron energy distribution. The differ-
ence of spot sizes in both calculations and the experiment are
just within 10% corresponds to 2–3 pixels on CCD in our
experimental condition. Because the peak around 0 m
would decrease due to beam scattering, which is not included
in the calculation, both calculated line profiles become more
close to the experiment. From these facts, not only the en-
ergy spectrum but also the exact beam divergence would be
difficult to obtain from Cherenkov radiation using a plane
target.
On the other hand, we can obtain the energy spectrum
from the vertical line profile of Fig. 7. From the iterative
analysis discussed in Sec. IV B, the beam density and ion-
ization front are about 1019 cm−3 and 0.83c. In the result, the
reconstructed energy distribution from the Cherenkov mea-
surement is given by closed circles in Fig. 10. The electron
1000µm
FIG. 7. Color online Typical observed image at the prism bottom surface.
The laser direction is represented by the triangle at the left side of the figure.
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energy spectra taken from ESM are shown by open squares.
Also the spectrum from a one-dimensional 1D-PIC calcu-
lation is indicated by closed triangles. The calculation con-
ditions such as laser intensities and preformed plasma scale
are taken from the exact experimental parameters. Clearly
this calibrated spectrum well agrees with the 1D-PIC calcu-
lation rather than the ESM spectrum. In addition, it is inter-
esting to point out that the slope of the Cherenkov spectrum
seems similar with that of ESM up to 200 keV. The ESM
spectrum over 200 keV is close to noise level. This fact
might indicate the energy Doppler shift by the sheath poten-
tial at the rear side of the target,3 which causes electron
refluxing19 and ion acceleration by target normal sheath ac-
celeration mechanism.20
VI. SUMMARY
The Cherenkov radiation enables us to observe fast elec-
trons propagating inside the dielectric target directly. Prism
target can resolve the energy distribution of electrons by spa-
tially resolving the Cherenkov light. Although our planar tar-
get experiments well reproduced the previous Cherenkov ex-
periment regarding to the beam divergence and difference of
emission intensities to the transition radiation, the prism tar-
get experiment reveals that these interpretations might lead
to misunderstanding. The analysis of the Cherenkov light
image in prism target experiment indicates the low beam
divergence, and shows the energy distribution well agrees
with the predictions with the PIC calculations.
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APPENDIX: EMISSION INTENSITY
OF TRANSITION RADIATION
According to Ref. 8, the emission intensity I of the
transition radiation is presented by
d2I
d	d

=

2
p
d2I
d

e2p
c
	 

	41 + 1/	2 + 
21 + 
2
 , A1
where 	 is the normalized frequency given by 	= /p 
and p are the emitted light and plasma frequency, 
 the
normalized emission angle given by 2, and  the solid
angle dd cos . Integrated over the normalized frequency
and the emission angles, the intensity of the tradition radia-
tion generated by single electron is given by
I = 13p, A2
where  is the fine structure constant. If the electron energy
is 1 MeV, the emission energy becomes 1.3410−21 J. Here,
the photon energy for 600 nm light is 3.310−19 J. It is
known that the nearly half of the emission intensity of the
transition radiation ranges between 0.1	1 correspond-
ing to 358–3580 nm so that the maximum number of pho-
tons becomes 410−3 per electron assuming that the half of
the total intensity is in our observation wavelength.
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FIG. 9. Color online Line profiles of Cherenkov light on plane target. The
solid line is the experimental results. Dashed and dashed-dotted lines are
results from fully ray-trace calculations with 5° and 30° beam diver-
gence with 500 keV slope temperature of simple exponential decay electron
energy distribution.
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FIG. 10. Color online Electron energy distributions from ESM solid
squares, Cherenkov image closed circles, and 1D PIC calculation solid
triangles, respectively.
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